
New dual height DIN rail enclosure.
New module dual height enclosure for M36 Din-rail.
Series High-Low is designed to give more room for custom made holes for special connectors 
both horizontal and vertical. It is also offers a larger internal space for bigger components, and 
many other connectors and terminal configurations are available upon request.

The latest addition to Bernic´s  range of DIN-rail-mounting enclosures. The new High/low 
enclosure line is composed of 6 sizes that vary from 2 to 12 modules becoming available over 
the coming months. A completely closed version without terminals is also available.

Reduced cost of assembly.
To bring their customers value in the form of lower cost of assembly, Bernic has introduced a new 
dual height DIN-Rail enclosure for process control and factory automation.

Bernic has announced a new series snap together vertical enclosures for M36 DIN-rail in 35 mm 
to 210 mm modules width. These new enclosure series are designed for applications like process 
control, relays for measurement, and factory automation. The snap together design permits easy 
assembling and soldering of the complete PCB (with terminals and components). Simply snap in 
the PCB and snap together the two side's parts.

The high low enclosure offers easy cable termination via commercially available screw terminals or 
connectors due to custom made holes for easy customization and connector configuration. The 
entire enclosure can also be fully customized by milling to suit the customer’s individual needs.

The models have room for two horizon and vertical PCB. The enclosures can be equipped with 
or without terminals and connectors as required - i.e. fixed or plugged terminals or D-sub 
connectors. The top is flexibly designed for connectors, switches and LEDs and can be supplied 
with holes according to customer requirements. The new enclosures can withstand a maximum 
load of up to 36A.

The enclosure parts are as standard supplied in grey Lexan (RAL 7035) and it is self-extinguishing 
according to UL94-V0.

Furthermore, the selection of colors has been extended to meet the specifications from a growing 
number of customers. Now Bernic ApS can comply with almost all requests regarding color and 
cut-outs in the front. Lid, PCB, customized label and packing is available.

For more information please contact us.
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Lexan 940

Noryl VO 1550

PCB shown from copperside

Many more p/n available - please enquire.

Options:

For detailed drawings please see www.bernic.dk
 or ask for a CAD drawing

Please note that most plugable terminals are in 5,08 pitch and need a bigger hole in the PCB
All measurements are in mm.

IP Protection: IP 20

73,8

(RAL 9005)

Many other connectors and terminal
configurations are available upon request

Module enclosure for M36 Din-rail.
Series High-Low is designed to give more
room for special connectors and larger
components and if requested  with 
custom made holes for connectors
and terminals.
Lid, PCB, customized label and packing
is available. Possibility for both base and
top PCB. A closed version without termi-
nals is also available.
Trimmers and spindles that fit the height
of the box are available.

M6High/Low M6

4979341051p/n 
4979341052p/n 
4979341050p/n 
4979331051p/n 
4979331052p/n 
4979331050p/n 
4979021051p/n 

TYPE High/low M6
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- open version for bigger terminals,
- no terminal numbers.
- not all versions are available for all sizes.
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Light
Conduc-
tor, see
page 36
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cut outs possibel for
 your connections
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